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CLFV & μ+→e+e+e-
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Charged Lepton Flavour Violation and the Standard Model
❏ Neutrino masses/oscillations have established LFV in SM+
❏ Charged LFV has not yet been observed: beyond SM. But CLF is not 

a fundamental SM symmetry
❏ Leptons are a clean probe, i.e. free of SM background
❏ Muons hit the sweet spot between sensitivity and availability.

Note there are also ⲧ→eγ, ⲧ→μγ, ⲧ→μμμ searches at e.g. Belle II
❏ Three golden muon channels:

❏ μ+→e+γ                  MEG < 4ᐧ10-13 ⇨  MEGII < 5ᐧ10-14

❏ μ+→e+e+e-              SINDRUM < 1ᐧ10-12 ⇨  Mu3e < 2ᐧ10-15

❏ μ-N→e-N               SUNDRUMII < 7 ᐧ10-13 ⇨   Mu2e, COMET, DeeMee < 10-16
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BR(SM) < 10-54 Zoo of possible tree and loop 
level BSM contributions

Access to >1000 TeV

From Gouvea and Vogel arXiv:1303.4097

Kuno et al arX
iv:hep-ph/990926

C
revellin et al. arX

iv:1702.03020 
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Detecting μ+→e+e+e- for muon decay at 
rest:

➔ Common vertex
➔ Time coincident
➔ ∑E = mμ
➔ ∑p=0

➔ Mono-energetic e-

➔ No coincidence
➔ Mono-energetic e+ and γ
➔ back-back coincidence
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Detecting μ+→e+e+e- for muon decay at 
rest:

From Gouvea and Vogel arXiv:1303.4097

➔ Common vertex
➔ Time coincident
➔ ∑E = mμ
➔ ∑p=0

➔ Mono-energetic e-

➔ No coincidence
➔ Mono-energetic e+ and γ
➔ back-back coincidence

DC muons
Clear signal

Pulsed muons
Only one particle

DC muons
3 particle decay
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Detecting μ+→e+e+e- for muon decay at rest: Backgrounds

➔ Common vertex
➔ Time coincident
➔ ∑E = mμ
➔ ∑p=0

DC muons
3 particle decay Internal  conversion Accidental background

signalBackground

Michel decay positrons plus 
electron from:

❏ Bhabha scattering
❏ Photon conversion
❏ Mis reconstruction

Our detector needs:
➢ Excellent momentum resolution
➢ Good time and vertex resolution
➢ High rate capability



Mu3e conceptual design
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❏ 2.3 mA 600 MeV proton beam from HIPA at PSI
❏ 108 μ+/s (DC) at the πE5 area
❏ Stopped on a thin Mylar target  

MEG
Mu3e
Pioneer

muX
MuSun
…
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❏ 2 layer vertex detector
❏ 1T uniform magnetic field
❏ 2 e+ and e- helical tracks 
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❏ 2 outer pixel layers → 4 hits to start the track 
❏ Fibre detector for the track direction, i.e.  differentiate e+ from e-
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40 cm

20
 c

m

❏ Recurl trackingstation to accept half turn track for optimal momentum resolution
❏ Tile detector for optimal timing (<100 ps)
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In the MS dominated regime, a 
half-turn spectrometer provides 
optimal momentum resolution

❏ Recurl trackingstation to accept half turn track for optimal momentum resolution
❏ Tile detector for optimal timing (<100 ps)

40 cm

20
 c

m
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Lightweight pixel tracker build from 
High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) called MuPix

Concept

Prototyping MuPiX … →9

Full Chip

❏ Commercial CMOS process
❏ Fast Charge collection
❏ Integrated analogues and digital RO
❏ Can be thinned to 50 μm

A decade of detector 

development and test beams

20 mm
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Lightweight pixel tracker build from 
High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) called MuPix

Ladders from 50 μm of Si,
25 μm of Alu/Kapton flex, and
25 μm of kapton support. 
→ ca. 0.1% of a radiation length!  

Vertex tracker

❏ 2 vertex layers
❏ 3 * 2 outer layers
❏ 174 ladders
❏ 2844 2x2 cm2 MuPiX chips
❏ 3060 1.25 Gb/s data links
❏ 50 g/s, 10m/s 5kW gaseous helium cooling

The is a compact but large 

pixel tracker!

+ HV & power

43"
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Timing detectors
❏ 3 layer / 12 ribbons scintillating fibre detector surrounding the vertex detector
❏ Highly granular tile detector under the recurl stations

All fibre and pixel modules are 
spring loaded to compensate for 
thermal expansions.

6272 tiles with plenty of light give us ca. 70 ps time resolution 
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Timing detectors
❏ 3 layer / 12 ribbons scintillating fibre detector surrounding the vertex detector
❏ Highly granular tile detector under the recurl stations

All fibre and pixel modules are 
spring loaded to compensate for 
thermal expansions.

6272 tiles with plenty of light give us ca. 70 ps time resolution 

MuTrig: A custom 32 (SiPM) channel RO chip with a single 1.25 Gb/s data link  
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e+ e+

e-

Reminder: the Mu3e event topology does not allow for a RO 
trigger, every Michel electron could also be part of a 
μ+→e+e+e- event. Only the kinematics of the combined final 
state positrons/electron gives us an event selection criteria.

❏ Streaming DAQ
❏ Network of FPGA's and optical connections
❏ Collect time slices of the full detector on a single PC
❏ Online reconstruction and event selection on a GPUs
❏ Write selected events to disk at max 100 MB/s (up to 

100x reduction)

Mu3e = lightweight and fast Michel electron tracker + high 
throughput online reconstruction & selection DAQ system
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e+ e+

e-

Reminder: the Mu3e event topology does not allow for a RO 
trigger, every Michel electron could also be part of a 
μ+→e+e+e- event. Only the kinematics of the combined final 
state positrons/electron gives as event selection criteria.

❏ Streaming DAQ
❏ Network of FPGA's and optical connections
❏ Collect time slices of the full detector on a single PC
❏ Online reconstruction and event on a GPUs
❏ Write selected events to disk at max 100 MB/s (up to 

100x reduction)

→

➢ Time sorting 45x1 MUX of the 
detector serial data

➢ Operates in magnetic field and 
helium atmosphere

➢ ArriaV FPGA
➢ 6 Gb/s link to the outside world
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e+ e+

e-

Reminder: the Mu3e event topology does not allow for a RO 
trigger, every Michel electron could also be part of a 
μ+→e+e+e- event. Only the kinematics of the combined final 
state positrons/electron gives as event selection criteria.

❏ Streaming DAQ
❏ Network of FPGA's and optical connections
❏ Collect time slices of the full detector on a single PC
❏ Online reconstruction and event on a GPUs
❏ Write selected events to disk at max 100 MB/s (up to 

100x reduction)

➢ Switching boards merging up to 37 
Front-end board links

➢ Space-to-time slice transformation
➢ In the Counting house/inside a PC 

→ last access point of the 
experiment through which e.g. we 
configure all the ASICs

➢ Up to 8 10Gb/s output links
➢ ArriaX FPGA on LHCb custom 

board

→
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e+ e+

e-

Reminder: the Mu3e event topology does not allow for a RO 
trigger, every Michel electron could also be part of a 
μ+→e+e+e- event. Only the kinematics of the combined final 
state positrons/electron gives as event selection criteria.

❏ Streaming DAQ
❏ Network of FPGA's and optical connections
❏ Collect time slices of the full detector on a single PC
❏ Online reconstruction and event on a GPUs
❏ Write selected events to disk at max 100 MB/s (up to 

100x reduction)

➢ Buffer all incoming data in DDR3 
memory

➢ DMA of centra tracker data to 
selection PC

➢ Run online event selection on GPU
➢ Over 109 track fits/s achieved per 

GPU achieved, we can handle 108 μ/s
➢ Selected events to disk

→
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8 hits

6 hits

Based on full Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment, and an 
analytical track fitter https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.04990:

The Mu3e Phase I detector can achieve a 2ᐧ10-15 SES on μ+→e+e+e- 
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8 hits

6 hits

Based on full Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment, and an 
analytical track fitter https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.04990:

The Mu3e Phase I detector can achieve a 2ᐧ10-15 SES on μ+→e+e+e- 

THE END?
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All sensors work to spects 
→We have to build a very compact/complicated detector ( + services + DAQ )

Custom DC-DC 
converters

Thermo-mechanical 
mockup

Tooling design

Detailed CAD

Mockup Mu3e in Heidelberg
……

e+

+ helium and cooling water distribution and cabling

HV

DCDC
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First we need a magnet and a beam line

23

We are at the Compact muon beamline because we have to share πE5 
with the MEG experiment 

30T magnet arrives at PSI 
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We need services such as gaseous helium cooling, liquid cooling, power, high-voltage, …

24

Custom HV boardsNovel 50 g/s, 5 kW helium cooling system

Custom DCDC boards
● 30A
● Magnetic field

operated 2/g 
system with 
vertex detector 
for 3 months

+ Liquid cooling under 
design. SipM < -10C
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Demonstrator vertex & SciFi detector: 2021 and 2020 commissioning runs
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Staging area

Mu3e control room

Mu3e DAQ

Detector cage

Muons on target 
● In the magnet
● With operational vertex detector 
● Front-end board RO
● Helium coolingt

6 MuPiX chip L1 ladders

Scintillator paddles for 
diagnostics with cosmic muons

Front-end boards on 
detector cage

Mu3e counting house
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Demonstrator vertex & SciFi detector: 2021 and 2020 commissioning runs
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Staging area

Mu3e control room

Mu3e DAQ

Detector cage

Muons on target 
● In the magnet
● With operational vertex detector 
● Front-end board RO
● Helium coolingt

6 MuPiX chip L1 ladders

Scintillator paddles for 
diagnostics with cosmic muons

Installing counting 
house 
infrastructure

Front-end boards 
on detector cage
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Demonstrator vertex & SciFi detector: 2021 and 2020 commissioning runs
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Cosmic track
Pixel-SciFi coincidences

First beam on target, first recurl positrons detected in magnetSynch SciFi and Pixel detector, QC test, Cosmic tracks 
detection, DAQ integration

Strong correlation between layer 0 & 1
fuzziness because of recurlers

No field



So what’s next?
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❏ Final pixel modules:
❏ Alu-Kapton flex
❏ MuPix 11 chip

❏ Final timing detectors
❏ MuTrig 3 chip end of summer
❏ RO modules being produced

❏ Services installation
❏ DC-DC modules under production
❏ He system 2g/s → 50 g/s
❏ Electronics cooling < 0C detector cooling

❏ Build the Phase I Mu3e detector in steps in our staging area (2022/2023)
❏ Full Commissioning in 2024
❏ Physics data taking in 2025-2026 of the Mu3e Phase I experiment, reaching SES of 2ᐧ10-15 on μ+→e+e+e-  

 

Wire bonded MuPix10 chips + PCB

Production of HDI flexes … Being wafer-tested, 
dices, and thinned

Tile RO module
SiPM Matrix
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❏ Final pixel modules:
❏ Alu-Kapton flex
❏ MuPix 11 chip

❏ Final timing detectors
❏ MuTrig 3 chip end of summer
❏ RO modules being produced

❏ Services installation
❏ DC-DC modules under production
❏ He system 2g/s → 50 g/s
❏ Electronics cooling < 0C detector cooling

❏ Build the Phase I Mu3e detector in steps in our staging area (2022/2023)
❏ Full Commissioning in 2024
❏ Physics data taking in 2025-2026 of the Mu3e Phase I experiment, reaching SES of 2ᐧ10-15 on μ+→e+e+e-  
❏ HiMB upgrade in 2027-2028, start preparing Mu3e Phase II aiming for 1ᐧ10-16

 

Wire bonded MuPix10 chips + PCB

Production of HDI flexes … Being wafer-tested, 
dices, and thinned

Tile RO module
SiPM Matrix
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04540
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIC8ioxToZg

Gouvea and Vogel arXiv:1303.4097

Kuno Muon decay SM and BSM arXiv:hep-ph/9909265
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434343

Detector Water cooling

Top Feedthrough

Area

Bottom Feedthrough

Cage

Helium system

Electrical
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We have to build a very compact/complicated detector ( + services + DAQ )

47

front-end
56

boards

e+

+ helium and cooling water distribution and cabling

HV

DCDC

First try with only 
the vertex detector


